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12-16 Blenheim Grove - Draft Design and Access Statement January 2018

1 : Summary Description of Development

This document has been produced to provide a summary description and illustrations of a
proposed extension of an existing two storey building at 12-16 Blenheim Grove, London SE15
in Peckham Town Centre, with the addition of two additional storeys to provide new residential,
flatted accommodation.
The site is located towards the eastern end of Blenheim Grove, close to the corner of Rye Lane,
Peckham’s main thoroughfare. The existing building on the site is to be retained and its current
uses will not alter post-development. It currently houses food retailers at street level with gallery
and workspace on the building’s upper floor. The building was constructed in 1935-7 as part of a
group of retail-based buildings built designed by architect J J Joass in the vicinity of the station.
It’s structure comprises a concrete encased steel frame with concrete floors and roof slab.
The external art deco elevations are typical of that period and comprise white painted, render
elevations with black painted, steel framed windows. The roof is flat and covered in asphalt.
The roof parapet currently sits approximately 7.9 metres above street level. In total, the gross
internal area at ground and first floor totals c565 msq.
The development will add two new storeys above the existing building, creating a block of 4
storeys in height with a revised parapet level of c13.4m for the main roof. This will be in line with
the height of the consented design for the building immediately to the east, which forms part of
the Station Square project. Both new storeys will contain flatted accommodation, with 3 flats on
each level. Two flats on each level will contain two bedrooms with a smaller central flat providing
one bedroom accommodation. Access will be provided from the existing street level entrance
/ stair serving the upper levels. The existing stair, which sits on the north side of the block, will
be extended vertically to serve the new floors. In total the proposals create c450msq of gross
internal floorspace space.
The proposed development sits in relatively close proximity to the raised railway viaduct. At its
narrowest point, the existing building is c4m from the face of the viaduct. In order to minimise
the impact of noise and vibration, the residential units are planned with windows and balconies
predominantly facing away from the railway onto Blenheim Grove. This will also provide acoustic
screening from the bar activities housed within the railway arches to the west.
All flats are provided with individual balconies. Facilities for refuse, cycle parking and plant will
be housed in an existing single storey extension running along the north side of the site, located
in the gap between the building and the railway viaduct.
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DEVELOPMENT SITE
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2 : Site Photographs
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Aerial view of context facing south west

Existing building 12-16 Blenheim Grove - South Elevation facing west

Site in context, facing west along Blehneim Grove from corner or Rye Lane

Site in context, facing east from All Saints Church gates
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Site Photographs

View from existing roof facing east towards Rye Lane

View from existing roof facing west along Blenheim Grove

Rear (north) of the block with a single storey extension and the rail viaduct (right)
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3 : Use
The existing uses on the site, which will remain unaltered post-development are as follows:
Ground floor:
- Restaurant space and support c300 msq
First Floor
- Employment space (Sunday Painter gallery and offices) c260 msq
The new uses on the site are confined to residential space and associated support facilities
including refuse and recycling space, cycle storage and residential amenity space. The quantum
of new use is shown in Section 4 below.

Second Floor

4 : Amount
A schedule of proposed new uses is noted below:
Second floor:
2 Bedroom Flat (west) 74.5 msq
1 Bedroom Flat (centre) 50.6 msq
2 Bedroom Flat (east) 72.1 msq
Circulation (stair, access corridor) 23.5 msq

Third Floor

Third floor
2 Bedroom Flat (west) 74.5 msq
1 Bedroom Flat (centre) 50.6 msq
2 Bedroom Flat (east) 72.1 msq
Circulation (stair, access corridor) 23.5 msq

6

Residential

Total GIA of new extension: c450msq

Common enclosed
circulation

External balconies for each flat are between 7.1 and 7.6 msq

Balcony
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4 : Layout
The layout of residential accommodation is determined by a number of constraints relating
to the existing building and its immediate context. These include:
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-

The perimeter of the existing building footprint; the new extension sits in-board of the
existing roof parapet which forms the outer edge of the proposed development.

-

The railway and night time uses to the north of the site; these impose specific
environmental constraints which suggest that minimising opening windows on the
north, east and west elevations should be avoided. These environmental constraints
have also led to the north access spine solution which allows an environmentally
‘buffered’ area fronting the train tracks which can be used to ‘lend’ daylight and cross
ventilation to the residential properties, without compromising the acoustic / air quality
environment within the flats.

-

The location of the existing entry hall and stair; the intention is to retain the ground
floor uses as they currently exist and use of the existing entry route protects
these successful, independent businesses. Re-use of the stair at the back of the
development also minimises disruption for these tenants and is well-located in terms of
the disposition of proposed flats above.

-

Larger units are located at either end of the block where the depth (north/south) of the
block is not reduced by the central stair and where corner bedrooms with acoustically
treated glazing can be located on the northern corners.

-

A single-flight stair with a parallel circulation deck allows each unit to be accessed from
a generous, well lit central circulation area and makes best use of the proportionately
long and narrow footprint. A more conventional dog-leg arrangement would be less
interesting, volumetrically, and create a narrow point in the centre of the plan.

-

The location of balconies, which are set in-board of the elevation to avoid projection
over the public footway below, is determined by the existing fenestration at street level,
to tie new and old buildings together within the elevational composition.

-

Support facilities for cycles, refuse and plant is located in the existing single storey
extension which sits in the ‘gap’ between the building and the railway viaduct. This will
have direct access via the central access hallway.

Noise and vibration associated with railway and evening uses within the viaduct arches

Larger unit - full width

Small unit - reduced width

Larger unit - full width

New development on primary frontage set behind existing parapet
Aspect of primary habitable rooms facing south, away from environmental
impacts of railway and arches use
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5 : Scale

The existing parapet will form the balustrade to new balconies for the second floor flats,
allowing the existing building form to remain unaltered and reducing the overall height
impact of the new development.

-

Floor to floor heights within the flats will comply with Southwark and GLA standards for all
ceiling heights and also accommodate well-insulated roof and floor construction zones to
ensure high levels of acoustic and thermal insulation. A

-

A relatively shallow roof build-up, assuming a predominantly flat (5%) roof fall, minimises
the massing impact of the overall development.

The new building roof line will be at 13.3 m above street level at its western end and 13.45 to
the east as the site falls slightly towards Rye Lane. This is of a similar height to the ridge line
of the adjacent consented development for Station Square and similar in scale to the flatted
building sitting immediately opposite which comprises retail at ground floor and three floors of
residential accommodation above.

Lower section of new extension obscured below existing parapet wall

It should be noted that in the long views from the west, the significantly taller buildings forming
the east face of Rye Lane form the back-drop to the development and in this context, the scale
of development does not have a major impact on the wider scale of development within the
town centre.
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13.45m to roof line of new extension

-

7.95 m to existing parapet

The new development will be constructed on the roof of the existing building, which
determines the height of the new second floor.

13.3 m to roof line of new extension

-

7.8m to existing parapet

The scale of the development is informed by the following criteria:

6 : Appearance
The new extension’s primary facades will be detailed in timber, with inter-woven
slats set in front of a plywood-faced primary envelope. The light weight properties
of timber facing materials have distinct benefits in terms of minimising the impact
of structural strengthening for the existing building, which in turn will enable the
existing ground floor food retail tenants to remain in occupation during the works.
The intention is to create a high quality contemporary design which is sympathetic
to the existing building but using contemporary design and detailing to create an
extension with its own distinctive architectural quality.
The timber detailing has a strong horizontal emphasis, making reference to the
existing building’s horizontal corner motifs which are also typical of several other
art deco buildings in the vicinity of Peckham Rye Station. These mid 1930’s
buildings also have steel-framed windows which are horizontal in character.
The density of the ‘woven’ battens varies across the facade to provide textural and
tonal difference and they also form the primary means of creating balustrade and
solar screens for the inset, south facing balconies. They also provide a degree
of privacy for existing and new residents. In some instances a subtle, secondary
diagonal geometry has been introduced in response to the multi-pitch form on
the new extension above the adjacent art deco building, due to be built as part of
Southwark’s Station Square project.
The battens will be constructed of western red cedar, which allows the timber to
be used in a self-finished state due to the excellent weathering properties of this
material, with darker stained details on the underside of the battens and backing
ply in some areas to create a tonally rich ‘corduroy’ facade that changes as the
view point alters. The linings of the balconies will also be faced in warm-tone
timber to create a sophisticated layered facade composition.
This layered approach, which mediates between the solid and translucent
elements of the facade will create particular visual interest at night, with light from
the residential windows filtering through the facade and accentuating the depth
and sculptural quality of the facade.
This design approach has been reviewed with Southwark’s Design and
Conservation Officer at pre-applicaton stage and is supported as a high quality
design approach.
A series of precedent images, 3d cad massing model views and photographs of a
part-elevation study model are included overleaf.
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Facade studies showing the layered, interwoven timber battens,
with precedent images of similar detailing illustrated on the left.
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Coy Yiontis Architects

Heimspiel Architects, family house

SAS Architects, Boston

Chris Dyson Architects

Fielden Clegg Bradley

OLA Architecture Studio

Howarth Tompkins

Precedent studies of high quality, contemporary facade detailing using slatted timber and
varying tonal / textural quality which have informed Landolt + Brown’s design approach.
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6 : Appearance

Composition studies exploring varying options for layering the
elevational treatment.
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6 : Appearance

Massing model studies showing the extension from varying viewpoints.
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6 : Appearance
Physical study model photographs, showing
the composition of the facade and the
sculptural impact of night-time illumination.

Precedent image of a timber louvred facade
lit from within at night.
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7 : Heritage Assessment

Holly Grove

Show more on the map
EXCD_OutsideOfSouthwark_mask
within the Rye Lane Conservation Area
(Conservation Area No
EXCD_OutsideOfSouthwak_mask
Conservation areas
by the Holly Grove Conservation Area
(Conservation Area No
Conservation areas

The proposed development site sits
42)
but is also bounded on its west side
15). While the existing building is clearly part of the cluster of art deco buildings located around the
station and therefore makes a key contribution to this part of the Rye Lane conservation area, it is also
clearly visible at the western end of Blenheim Grove,w which predominantly sits within the Holly Grove
Conservation Area. Its contribution to both is therefore an important consideration in heritage and
townscape terms.
Rye Lane in this central zone around the station is quite varied in architectural styles, with most of the
current buildings relating to the rapid expansion of Rye Lane as a major retail destination in the interwar period. The building and its immediate neighbour are relatively low in scale, at two storeys, in
comparison to the buildings immediately opposite on Rye Lane which include the elegant, Modernist
Kahn’s Department Store constructed in the 1930’s, the former C+A building immediately opposite the
station, which is 4 storeys in height, and the early 20th Century brick and terracotta building facing Rye
Lane in front of the Bussey Building and Copeland Yard. This is significant in the context that in long
views from the western and central sections of Blenheim Grove, the backdrop to the development is of
buildings which are significantly higher than the existing building, so in townscape massing terms, the
addition of two storeys is in line with the Rye Lane backdrop.
Blenheim Grove itself differs significantly in character along its length and on either side of the street.
The southern side to the west is characterised by fine Georgian and early Victorian semi-detached and
detached villas, most of which are brick with render detailing around window and door openings and
below the roof eaves. Further west this side of the street is less consistent; All Saint’s Church, a stone
built Victorian building terminates the terrace of villa’s and has a narrow, green garden fronting the street,
with the main church tower at its eastern end. The corner with Rye Lane is an assembly of three storey
0m
Georgian buildings which have been modified and extended at street level, and a block of 1960’s flats
immediately opposite the site with brick elevations and simple, rectilinear window openings.
The north side of Blenheim Grove, save for a small group of former railway cottages at its very western
end, is characterised by open, fenced yards in front of the arched, brick railway viaduct until it meets the
development site further west. In recent months a group terrace of 5, terraced, two storey townhouses
has been consented at the western end of these open yards, adjacent to the railway cottages. On this
side of the street, the eastern end terminates with this development site and a second, similar two storey
art deco building, both of which were constructed by the railway as retail buildings between 1935 and
1937.

Holly Grove

Rye Lane Peckham

Conservation Area

Conservation Area

Consent granted for 2
storey extension
Proposed development
site

Consent granted for 5
terraced townhouses

50 m

100 m

Show more on the map
EXCD_OutsideOfSouthwark_mask
EXCD_OutsideOfSouthwak_mask
Conservation areas
Conservation areas

Conservation areas map taken from Southwark Council website

The context is therefore quite variable and changes from generous a tree lined, residential street, yard
space in front of a range of light industrial, food retail and brewers under the arches, and the cluster of
larger, retail-led buildings in the central section of Rye Lane.
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Heritage Assessment

While the 12-16 Blenheim Grove is not listed it is considered to make a positive contribution to the art
deco cluster of buildings on Rye Lane as a distinctive element in Peckham’s Town Centre.
The height of the extension, raising the building from two to four storeys is considered to be in keeping
with the predominant scale in this part of Peckham. The existing building and its eastern neighbour are
uncharacteristically low, relative to other buildings on central Rye Lane. The flatted building immediately
opposite is also of four storeys in height, and as previously noted, the back-drop in long views down
Blenheim Grove is of buildings of four storeys or more on the eastern side of Rye Lane.
The height of the new extension will also be lower than the ridge line of the proposed and consented
extension of the adjacent building being developed as part of Peckham Rye Station Square. In massing
and townscape terms, therefore, the proposed development is not considered to adversely affect the
character or quality of the Rye Lane or Holly Grove Conservation Areas and will provide much needed
new housing in central Peckham. It will require high quality design with carefully selected and well
detailed materials that reflect the quality of the neighbourhood and the developer has selected wellrespected architects with a strong track record of design quality in Peckham in order to achieve this.
It is anticipated that the Application will provide a high degree of design definition in terms of materials,
detailing and construction quality within the application documents.
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8 : Access
Central access area

The development comprises six residential units, with the uppermost floor being on the third
floor. All flats will be for market sale and there is no requirement to provide affordable housing
for this scale of development.
The main point of access for residents will be through the existing entrance door and hallway
that is located between the two retail operators at street level, approximately half way along the
street frontage. The existing stair within the building at the back (north) of the building is to be
extended to serve the new flats.

Second Floor Access

Access to cycle parking, refuse and recycling facilities located in the single storey extension
north of the main building, will also be from this central, shared hallway.
A shared lobby at first floor level will serve the office/studio space on first floor level and provide
a connection to a resident only stair connecting to second and third floors.
Within the new extension, each floor is served by a linear circulation spine running along the
north face of the building, with three flats feeding off this core at each level. The stair is arranged
as a straight-flight, rather than dog-leg arrangement to reduce its physical impact on the width of
the building in the central area, and to provide a naturally lit, generous and volumetric circulation
space.
The flats themselves will meet Southwark and GLA housing standards in terms of room size,
door widths and internal circulation space.

First Floor Access

Area for refuse / cycle storage

N

Ground Floor Access
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Main access through existing hallway / stair
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9: Drawings
A selection of draft proposal drawings are included overleaf.
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